Abstract -In this paper an implementation of an application for detecting and tracking faces in real-time using the Viola-Jones algorithm and OpenCV library has been presented. Also, using the developed application it is possible to recover from failure during face tracking. Video content is obtained from a file or webcam.
I. INTRODUCTION
OR the past few years there has been a significant progress in the field of computer vision. Beginning with basic algorithms for face tracking during taking a photo, today we have advanced algorithms which, by using cameras and different sensors, enable cars to reconstruct space around them, safely park and maneuver. This paper describes implementation of an application which enables face detection, face tracking and recovery from failure during the face tracking. All those actions are done using video content from a file or webcam. Real-time face detection and tracking is done using the Viola-Jones algorithm for face detection. The algorithm is implemented in one of the functions from the OpenCV library which is used in the implementation of this application because of its many features considering image processing. Graphical user interface of this application is realized using Java programming language, whereas the part of the code considering video and image processing is written in C++ programming language. For those two parts to be able to communicate, Java Native Interface is used.
The paper is presented in the following sections. In section II the Viola-Jones algorithm is presented. Graphical user interface and the way of using the application are presented in section III. Section IV describes the architecture of the realized system while section V gives implementation details of the main processing of video frame. Section VI presents the achieved performances of the realized system and section VII concludes the paper.
II. VIOLA-JONES ALGORITHMS
The Viola-Jones algorithm is used for real-time object detection in images. Using this algorithm, it is possible to detect, track and recover from failure during tracking the face. Face detection is realized by finding Haar features which are distinctive for human face [1] . The finding of Haar features is optimized by using Integral images.
Modified versions of Viola-Jones algorithms can be used for object detection in noisy ultrasound images. The paper [2] describes detection of carotid artery longitudinal section in ultrasound B-mode images.
In paper [3] using the Viola-Jones algorithms for detecting pedestrians is presented. The implementation described runs at about 4 frames/second, but has a very low false positive rate.
In paper [4] is presented an automatic hand gesture recognition system operating on video stream. The system consists of two modules: hand gesture detection module and hand gesture recognition module. The detection module is mainly based on the Viola-Jones method for object detection.
A. Haar features
In this subsection Haar features are presented because of their importance as the core component of the Viola-Jones algorithm.
Haar feature of an image is the ratio of light and dark surfaces on a specific position in the image. Every Haar feature is determined by mutual position of light and dark surfaces and its position in the image. Basic Haar features are shown in Fig. 1 . surfaces (Fig. 2) . If two Haar features with the same size and same mutual position of light and dark surfaces are not located on the same position in the picture (different coordinates of the most top-left points of the features), then those two Haar features are considered different. The picture must be black and white before searching for Haar feature in it. Every pixel from black and white picture has a specific value x, 0 ≤ x ≤ 255. In order to find a specific Haar feature, the difference between the average value of light surfaces and the average value of dark surfaces of a potential Haar feature must be equal or higher than the previously specified threshold. This threshold is the same for all Haar features with the same size and the same mutual position of the light and the dark surfaces. In 
B. Integral image
This subsection presents the concept of Integral image because of its importance in improving the time complexity of Viola-Jones algorithm.
Integral image is a picture where the values of elements of the pixel matrix are changed compared to their previous values. New value of the pixel X is calculated using formula (1) . ( 1 ) where:
 p -old value of the pixel X,  p l -new value of the pixel left from X,  p u -new value of the pixel up from X,  p ul -new value of the pixel up and left from X.
If some of the pixels (left, up or up and left from X) do not exist, then their value is considered to be 0. In Fig. 4 is shown the transformation of the original pixel value matrix into pixel value matrix of the integral picture. Integral image is used for the calculation of average value of light and dark surfaces of Haar features. Before starting the search for Haar features in a picture, pixel value matrix is transformed into pixel value matrix of the integral image because of the time complexity of the calculation of values of light and dark surfaces. If the original pixel value matrix is used, this time complexity equals O(n), where n is the number of pixels in surface. However, if the pixel value matrix of the integral image is used, this time complexity equals O(1) [5] . Having in mind that the number of Haar features needed to be detected is large, the time which is lost during the mentioned transformation is incomparable to the time which is saved during the process of finding Haar features [5] . In Fig. 5 is shown pixel value matrix of an integral picture. Calculating the surface value below the orange rectangle is done using formula (2). 
C. Algorithm for training the classifier
In this subsection the preparation process necessary for the object detection algorithm to be able to work properly is presented. The main part of the preparation process is training the classifier used by the object detection algorithm.
Classifier is the most important file necessary for the object detection algorithm to be able to function properly. During object detection process, almost in every step, something is read from the classifier. The main components of the classifier are:
 Detection frame,  Haar features which are distinctive for human face,  Groups of Haar features (stages) with defined priorities and thresholds.
During the object detection process, algorithm does not check for faces once in the whole picture, but many times in many different parts of the picture. Detection frame is a rectangle which slides over the picture while algorithm searches for objects in the part of the picture it encompasses. The size of the detection frame determines the size of the pictures which will be used for the learning data set.
Before starting with classifier training, it is necessary to provide a learning data set. In this case, a learning data set is a set of pictures with exact size that represent or do not represent the desired object. The resolution of pictures should be very small, usually 24x24 or 48x48 pixels.
The goal of this algorithm is to find Haar features which are distinct for human face, group them and put them into the classifier.
At the start of this algorithm all pictures from the learning data set are granted the same weight value. Weight value of a picture is a number and is essential for the algorithm (usage is explained in the following steps). Then, next steps are followed:
1 After executing those steps, the result will be the set of multiplications a x * h x (), where a x is a priority coefficient for Haar feature x and h x () is an existential function of Haar feature x.
The final part of this algorithm is the grouping of Haar features in stages. Stages are prioritized. Ones with a higher priority contain multiplications a x * h x () with a higher priority coefficient. Every stage has its stage value which is the sum of all multiplications a x * h x () that stage contains. Stages with a higher priority contain less multiplications than stages with a lower priority. For example, the most prioritized stage contains 5 multiplications, whereas some less prioritized stages can contain around 1000 multiplications.
D. Algorithm for object detection
This subsection presents the Viola-Jones algorithm for object detection used in this application for detecting, tracking and recovery from failure during tracking the human face.
For the object detection algorithm to start executing, the picture must be black and white. Also, it is necessary that the classifier trained for finding the wanted objects exists. Classifier is defined by the set of data which is obtained as a result of Viola-Jones algorithm for training classifier. It exists as a file where all of the information required for regular functioning of the algorithm are written. Besides the classifier, it is necessary to provide values for two more parameters: scaleFactor and minNeighbourNum.
Algorithm is executed in the following way. First, the detection frame is set in the top-left corner of the picture. The detection frame is a rectangle whose size is defined in the classifier. After that, in the part of the picture which the detection frame encompasses, starts the search for Haar features for the current stage defined in the classifier. In the classifier, Haar features are grouped in stages according to the priority and the checking for the existence of Haar features is done in order from high to low priority stages. The checking is done by calculating the stage value with the given formula (3). * ℎ * ℎ * ℎ ⋯ * ℎ
where:
 a x -priority of Haar feature x.  h x -existential function of Haar feature x. If Haar feature x exists in the picture then this function returns 1. Otherwise it returns 0.  m -total number of Haar features in the stage.
If the expression given in formula (4) is correct, the current stage is successfully passed and the algorithm proceeds with checking the next stage. Otherwise, the stage is not passed successfully and the part of the picture the detection frame encompasses does not contain the searched object. If all of the stages are passed successfully then the part of the picture detection frame encompasses contains the searched object. After the checking, the detection frame is moved some pixels to the right and the checking is done again for the part of the picture below the detection frame. When the detection frame touches the right edge of the picture and the checking is done, then it is moved to the left edge and some pixels down and the whole process is repeated. When the detection frame touches the most bottom-right pixel and the checking is done, the size of the whole picture is reduced in accordance with parameter scaleFactor, detection frame is put in the most top-left corner and the whole process is repeated. The reduction of size of the picture is done in order to reduce the size of the objects in the picture relative to the detection frame so that the bigger objects could fit into the detection frame. The picture size is reduced as long as it is big enough for the detection frame to fit inside. After that, all found objects that have the number of neighbor objects smaller than minNeighborNum are removed from the set of found objects. This is done because if the object does not have the minimal number of neighbors, it is considered as an error (Fig. 6 ). 
III. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
Graphical user interface is written in Java programming language using Swing programming library. GUI consists of two main components -a command panel (left part of Fig. 7 ) and a preview panel (right part of Fig. 7) . Application is used in the following way: First, user chooses whether the video content should be obtained from a file or web camera. Then, the preview starts and the video content is being showed in the preview panel. During the preview, user can pause/resume the preview. Also, user can click on the preview panel and start tracking the face depending on whether the user clicked on the face or not. Furthermore, user can then click on the face which is being tracked and stop the tracking of that face. User is able to change the tracking mark (rectangle, circle, etc.) and change the resolution of previewed content together with the resolution of GUI. A status message label is located at the bottom of the command panel. All application notifications are written here (e.g. "New Face Found", "Old Face Removed", "Preview Paused", etc.). Preview can be stopped at any time by clicking on the STOP button in the command panel. If video content is obtained from a file then the preview stops when it comes to the end of the video content. Fig. 7 . Graphical user interface.
IV. ARCHITECTURE OF THE REALIZED SYSTEM
All threads of the system are written in Java programming language. Frame processing executed in those threads is written in C++ programming language. Because of this, JNI and native methods are used during the thread execution. The application starts with the initialization of the part of the application responsible for frame processing written in C++ programming language. The main part of this initialization is loading the classifier used for detecting faces with yhr Viola-Jones algorithm.
Every time the user choses the option for preview of the video content from a file or web camera, new threads are created. If user has chosen the preview from a file, then 3 threads are created. The first thread reads frames from the video content [6] . The second one changes the size of the frame if necessary [7] . The third one does the main processing of the frame -detecting, tracking and recovery from failure during tracking the face in the frame. After those 3 actions, the third thread draws the frame on a graphical user panel [8] . Threads are communicating using two buffers. All three threads are synchronized using standard producer/consumer synchronization [9] . Using threads has led to an improvement in performances by 30% relative to the architecture of the application where mentioned 3 actions are executed in a single thread. The total wait time between showing two consecutive frames equals the longest of the read time, resize time and main processing time. Without using threads and buffers, the total wait time would be equal to the sum of the mentioned times.
If a user has chosen the preview from web camera, only one thread is created. First, the frame is read, then it is resized if necessary [6] , [7] . After that the frame is processed and drawn on a graphical user panel [8] . If the application architecture with 3 threads (as mentioned before) is used in combination with the preview from web camera, it would cause latency in showing real-time picture. The example of latency in showing the picture from web camera is shown in Fig.8 . Suppose that the architecture is the same as the one mentioned before with 3 threads and that resize time and draw time equal 0 ms. Moments t1, t2, t3, ... , t9 are moments when the frames O1, O2, O3, ... , O9 are read. Moments t0, t1, t2, ... , t8 are moments where starts the reading of frames O1, O2, O3, ... , O9. In the moment t1 starts the processing of the frame O1. During the frame processing, new frames are read from the web camera. When the processing is finished, next frame to be processed should be O6 because it shows the picture from the web camera right after the last frame is drawn. O6 is the current, real-time frame. However, next frame to be processed is the first frame from the buffer -the frame O2, which does not show the current real-time picture but the picture from the past. The latency is proportionate to the buffer size. For buffer with size X and longest read time T read , maximal latency is defined with formula (5). *
The higher the difference between processing time and read time the faster the buffer will fill and get to the state where latency is maximal.
V. MAIN PROCESSING OF THE FRAME IN THE APPLICATION
When user clicks on the graphical panel, the coordinates of the pixel where he clicked are inserted into coordinates buffer. Main processing of the frame consists of 3 actions. The first is face detection. For every coordinate from the coordinates buffer it is checked whether a face exists in the area around coordinates or not. The checking is done using the Viola-Jones algorithm. If the face exists and is not already inside the detected faces buffer, the position of that face is inserted into the detected faces buffer as a square defined by its top-left coordinate and the length of its side. The second action is face tracking. If the face exists but is already inside the detected faces buffer, then it is removed from the detected faces buffer. Tracking is done for every square from the detected faces buffer in parts of the frame determined by squares which are made by increasing the size of squares from the detected faces buffer by 50%. It is supposed that the face will not move enough to be outside the enlarged square. If the face is detected, the old square from the detected faces buffer is replaced with the new one which corresponds to the new position of the face. In case the face is not detected, it is marked for recovery from tracking failure.
Recovery starts from processing of the next frame. It is the third of the actions. During this action, application is trying to find again the face which was tracked in the past but not found in some of the previous frames. This action lasts no more than 30 frames after the face is marked for recovery. In every of those frames, the application is trying to find the face in those parts of the frame where it should have been if it had continued to move in the same manner as it did before failure in tracking. The manner of movement is obtained by calculating average difference between two consecutive positions of the face and average difference between two consecutive sizes of the face, taking into consideration only 15 last frames. Every detected face has its manner of movement calculated and available in every moment while the application is working. The face is searched in the part of the picture below the square whose top-left point is moved by X offset and Y offset relative to the topleft point of the square which represents the last known position of the face. Values X offset and Y offset are calculated using formulas (6) and (7). * ( 6 ) *
where:  N -ordinal number of the frame relative to the frame when the face is marked for recovery,  O x -average difference between x coordinates  O y -average difference between y coordinates Size of the square below which the face is being found is calculated using formula (8).
1.5 * *
where:  S old -size of the square representing the last known position of the face,  N -ordinal number of the frame relative to the frame when the face is marked for recovery,  O size -average difference between sizes.
While processing every frame, the face is being searched in the part of the picture where it was found last time. If the face is found again, it remains in face detection buffer and it is unmarked for recovery. However, if it is not found 30 frames after it is marked, then it is considered forever lost and removed from the face detection buffer.
VI. PERFORMANCES OF THE REALIZED SYSTEM
The total time passed between showing two consecutive frames depends on the following 4 time components: frame reading time, frame resizing time, frame processing time and frame drawing time. The duration of those 3 time components depends on the characteristics of the PC the application is running on. During these tests, these were the characteristics of the pc:
-Processor : Intel i7-6700 3.40GHz x 8.
-GPU : Intel HD Graphics 530. Tests were made in the office using 720p webcam, and video files with different resolutions.
Frame reading time mostly depends on whether the video content is read from a file or from web camera. In the first case, this time mostly depends on the frame size, whereas in the second case the frame size has a much smaller effect on the length of frame reading time. If the frames are read from web camera, dependencies are a little bit different. The length of the reading times of two frames with different content can be different by even 1000%. In Fig. 9 are shown two frames with different content. The reading time of the left frame is about 40ms, but the reading time of the right frame is 4ms. Fig. 9 . Reading time of the left frame is longer than reading time of the right frame.
The input source does not affect frame resizing time. Frame content has a small effect on this time component. The biggest effect on frame resizing time has the size of the frame.
Frame processing time does not depend on the input source. The size of the frame also has a little effect on it. The biggest effect on frame processing time has the content of the frame. Processing time of the frames whose content does not contain high contrast (sky, darkness, light, etc.) is very short because the Viola-Jones algorithm for object detecting is able to quickly determine that those frames do not contain human faces. However, frames that contain whole or partial faces are processed considerably slower. In Fig. 10 are shown two frames with very different content. Processing time of the left frame is 45 ms, whereas processing time of the right frame is 21 ms. Also, the number of faces that are tracked in one moment is directly proportionate to the frame processing time. Frame drawing time is usually very small. It depends on the size of the frame and also the content of the frame has a little effect on it.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper is shown the implementation of an application which uses the Viola-Jones algorithm for detecting objects in the image and an already trained classifier. The algorithm is implemented in one of the functions from OpenCV library which proved very useful because of its many features considering image processing.
For a video frame to be processed as fast as possible, frame processing is written in C++ programming language.
Because GUI of the application is written in Java programming language, Java Native Interface is used. To make the processing faster, multithreading was used whenever it was possible. With PC characteristics given in the previous section, application is able to preview video content with 32 fps while tracking the object, which was its goal -real-time object tracking.
Using the Viola-Jones algorithm for object detection, the best improvement in performances can be achieved by improving the hardware which runs the application. Because of this, it is recommended to use faster algorithms based on neural networks while developing new applications with the same goal as this one [10] . Google has created a library for machine learning called TensorFlow. Inside it, there are implementations of many algorithms based on neural networks. One of the faster and inexpensive ones is "Faster Region Convolutional Neural Networks (Faster RCNN)" which is able to classify multiple objects from the different object class present in the picture in real time.
